
New Troldtekt® colour: Clay
Give your acoustic panels the distinctive  
warm tone of clay. 



TROLDTEKT® CLAY 210

Calcined clay helps give the new FUTURECEM cement 
type a lower carbon footprint than traditional cement. 
Clay also gives the cement a distinctive warm tone, 
which is clearly evident in the unpainted Troldtekt 
panels based on FUTURECEM. However, the colour can 
vary considerably in individual panels and across the 
entire ceiling surface. 

Achieve a uniform look 
with a warm tone
Our new Clay colour is particularly suitable for painting acoustic 
panels based on FUTURECEM™ cement. Panels achieve a uniform 
colour with a warm glow. 

Troldtekt is now launching a completely new colour 
– we call it Clay 210 – suitable for painting Troldtekt 
panels based on FUTURECEM. The paint ensures a 
uniform look while preserving the characteristic tone 
of the clay.

Cradle to Cradle
The entire range of Troldtekt cement-bonded wood wool 
products in natural wood/natural grey and painted in stan-
dard colours is certified at Gold level in accordance with the 
circular Cradle to Cradle design concept.



TROLDTEKT® CLAY 210

Troldtekt based on FUTURECEM is available in several 
different standard and special colours:

An acoustic solution with a 
distinctive design
When you choose Troldtekt based on FUTURECEM, 
you're free to design ceilings and walls according to 
your own wishes. 

Clay 210 Grey 202 Grey 208 Black 207 Custom colours

Design 

You can get traditional Troldtekt acoustic panels 
and Troldtekt design solutions series based on 
FUTURECEM. This also makes it possible to get 
the different types of panels painted in the new 
Clay colour. 

Troldtekt curves based on 
FUTURECEM, Clay 210



TROLDTEKT® CLAY 210

wwww.troldtekt.dk

Over their entire product life cycle, the carbon footprint 
of Troldtekt acoustic panels based on FUTURECEM is:

 >  26 per cent lower than that of Troldtekt based on 
grey cement

 >  38 per cent lower than that of Troldtekt based on 
white cement

New type of cement –  
even more advantages
Choose acoustic panels with a reduced carbon footprint

You achieve exactly the same good acoustics, 
 effective fire protection and natural strength as with 
classic Troldtekt panels. 

Order your sample
Would you like to order samples of Troldtekt based on FUTURECEM in the new Clay 210 colour? 
Then contact Troldtekt at salg@troldtekt.dk or fill out the form at  
> troldtekt.dk/kontakt/vareproever


